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CMP SALES UPDATE

1917 Service and Field Grade Rifles

Beginning January 9, 2024, CMP will have a very limited quantity of 1917 
Service and Field Grade rifles available for mail orders. CMP Stores will 
also have a limited quantity this week as well. These are sold AS-IS with 
no returns or exchanges. Once these are sold out, we will not backorder 
these. Please keep in mind the yearly limit of one (1) 1917 per year, per 
person. If you have already purchased one this year, you are not eligible 
until January 2025. For more information on the 1917 rifles, please visit 
this link https://thecmp.org/sales-and-service/m1917-enfield-rifle-
information/. Ordering information may be viewed at https://thecmp.
org/cmp_sales/ordering-information/.

Expert Grade M1 Garand Rifles
CMP currently has a selection of Expert Grade M1 Garand Rifles 
available for mail orders, including .308 rifles. Once they’re sold out, we 
will not accept any more orders. View details on the Expert Grand M1 
Garand Rifles at https://thecmp.org/sales-and-service/m1-garand/. 
Ordering information may be viewed at https://thecmp.org/cmp_sales/
ordering-information/.

Bruen Strikes Again: Ban on Guns in 
Post Offices Tossed Out, Ruled 
Unconstitutional

Why Every Household Needs a 3D 
Printer
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Enjoyment is not a goal, it is a feeling that 
accompanies important ongoing activity.

Paul Goodman

The Firearms Coalition of Colorado
01-12-2024 Legislative Alert

Projected Colorado Legislative Lineup for 2024 Session 

The attached list represents our best estimate of the composition of the Colorado House 
and Senate for the 2024 Legislative Session. The individuals whose names are marked 
with an * are newer appointees, who may be subject to primary challenges. If you are not 
sure of your state senate or state house district, contact your county clerk to get that 
information.

Contact your state senator and representative about your support of, or opposition to, 
bills impacting your Second Amendment rights. Be courteous and concise in your 
comments to all elected officials. Where appropriate, state facts and the personal impact 
of legislation on you and your family. It is important to let elected officials know your 
opinion, even if they oppose your views. Liberals need to know there is significant, 
principled opposition to their intended course of action, or they will assume that no one 
cares and will pursue even more outrageous proposals.

While contacting government officials is important, elections are the most important 
factors in determining if we are to keep our birthright of freedom recognized by the 
Second Amendment. Elections determine who runs the legislative process at the state 
and federal levels, and who controls the boards, councils and commissions for local 
districts, cities and counties. Please do as much as you can to assist in the effort to elect 
pro-Second Amendment candidates in every election. Remember that a Third-Party Vote 
is a wasted vote and that people who cast protest votes are called losers. 

Follow us at: https://groups.io/g/gunissues.  (May need to copy and paste.)   
(You must sign on to join this group.)

The Firearms Coalition of Colorado is an NRA Grassroots Affiliate. Our all-volunteer 
organization depends on memberships and the generosity of Second Amendment 
Supporters. Please join or contribute to The Firearms Coalition of Colorado. Individual 
memberships are still $25 per year. Send check or money order to:

The Firearms Coalition of Colorado, PO Box 1454, Englewood, CO 80150-1454

Op-Ed: Members, Instructors and 
Students Need REAL NRA Reform
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Inside A New Technology for Marine 
Marksmanship Training

Survey: Americans Are Divided On 
Whether to Ban “Assault Weapons

Concealed Carry Permit Holders 
Across the United States: 2023

Updated Information on Mass Public 
Shootings From 1998 Through 
October 2023
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Conundrum!
"A gun is like a parachute; If you need one and don't have one, you'll probably never 
need one again."

The definition of the word Conundrum is: “something that is puzzling or confusing.”

Here are six Conundrums of Socialism in the United States of America:

1.America is Capitalist and greedy - yet half of the population is subsidized.

2.Half of the population is subsidized - yet they think they are victims.

3.They think they are victims - yet their representatives run the government.

4.Their representatives run the government - yet the poor keep getting poorer.

5.The poor keep getting poorer - yet they have things that people in other countries only 
dream about.

6.They have things that people in other countries only dream about - yet they want 
America to be more like those other countries.

These three, short sentences tell you a lot about the direction of our current 
government and cultural environment:

1. We are advised to NOT judge ALL Muslims by the actions of a few lunatics, but we are 
encouraged to judge ALL gun owners by the actions of a few lunatics.

Funny how that works. And here's another one worth considering…

2. Seems we constantly hear about how Social Security is going to run out of 
money. But we never hear about welfare or food stamps running out of money! What's 
interesting is the first group "worked for" their money, but the second didn't.

Think about it....and last but not least :

3. Why are we cutting benefits for our veterans, no pay raises for our military and cutting 
our army to a level lower than before WWII, but we are not stopping the payments or 
benefits to illegal aliens.

"If you do not take an interest in the affairs of your government, then you are 
doomed to live under the rule of fools." – Plato

Firearm Instructor Insurance: Covers 
the costs associated with third party 
injury and property damage
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Can You Identify These 
SWAT Guns?

Should You Use Detachable 
Scope Rings?

Pistol Shooting Drill – How 
To Get Rid Of Your Flinch

The 50 Rules: Advice for Life

Used Guns 101: A Buyer’s Guide 
to Making Smart Choices

Stay Frosty: Preparing Your AR-
15 for Cold Weather

The Truth About Handgun Calibers 
and Defensive Use
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Attorneys for Freedom YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRshbMeLUAWH_

5vo4ji5dZQ
USCCA Policy Review:

https://youtube/gbEbOJMdK30
FLP Policy Review:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IOaE6EqR_0
 US Law Shield Policy Review:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dHLx1Txots
CCW Safe Policy Review:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6qS0eCcdpY

Justin Wood
Account Manager

Attorneys on Retainer Program
Direct: 480-568-6060

National: 866-404-5112
Email: Justin@AttorneysForFreedom.com

Web: AttorneysForFreedom.com
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“Preventing Private Paramilitary 
Activity Act” Filed by Democrats in 
Congress

Reloading
Data

Center

Open Source 3D Gun Scans

Open Source T.REX Sidecar Spine System

Open Source T.REX Sidecar Extender

Open Source T.REX Sidecar Dual Wield Adapter

Open Source T.REX Battery / Chemlight Holder 
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ABOUT US

Disclosure: This newsletter features news, how-to information, and links to assorted topics related to firearms and 
their use. The publisher receives no remuneration or commission of any kind. We only recommend articles and 
opinion pieces because of their quality and relevance to local political conditions and applicable firearm regulations. 
All firearms should be stored and handled within industry-acceptable guidelines.
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